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Hypothesis: In photorheological fluids, subtle molecular changes caused by light lead to abrupt macro-
scopic alterations. Upon UV irradiation of an aqueous cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and
trans-ortho-methoxycinnamic acid (trans-OMCA) solution, for instance, the viscosity drops over orders
of magnitude. Multiscale modeling allows to elucidate the mechanisms behind these photorheological
effects.
Experiments: We use time-dependent DFT calculations to study the photoisomerization, and a combina-
tion of atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) and DFT to probe the influence of both OMCA isomers on the
micellar solutions.
Findings: The time-dependent DFT calculations show that the isomerization pathway occurs in the first
triplet excited state with a minimum energy conformation closest to the after photoisomerization pre-
dominant cis configuration. In the MD simulations, with sub-microsecond timescales much shorter than
the experimental morphological transition, already a clear difference is observed in the packing of the
two OMCA isomers: contrary to trans-OMCA, cis-OMCA exposes notable part of its hydrophobic aromatic
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rings at the micelle surface. This can explain why trans-OMCA adopts rod-like micellar packing (high vis-
cosity) while cis-OMCA spherical micellar packing (low viscosity). Moreover, lowering of the OMCA co-
solute concentration allowed us to perform full simulation of the breakup process of the rod-like micelles
which are stable prior to isomerization.

� 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The control of rheological properties of fluids such as viscosity
by external stimuli is a goal of long-standing fundamental and
practical interest. Applications range from clutches to brakes,
vibration damping, seismic protection of structures, sensors and
smart materials. Electro-rheology and magneto-rheology, which
use electrical and magnetic fields to modulate rheological proper-
ties, have been explored most frequently for the development of
some of the technologies mentioned above [1,2]. Recently, interest
has increased in tuning the rheological properties of fluids by light
[3–10]. Illumination is used to induce physical-chemical responses,
such as trans–cis isomerizations, polymerizations, photoscissions,
and polarity changes. These changes must lead to macroscopic
modifications in the aggregation structure, viscosity or surface
activity, to bring about the desired photo-rheological effect [7].
As light can be directed with high precision to a small spot,
photo-rheology has the advantage that it can be applied in the
nano- and microscale domain [11]. This can, for instance, be useful
in microfluidic devices as a basis for valves and flow sensors [1].
Other applications have also been considered, including their use
in microrobotics, as reference materials or in biomedicine
[11,12]. Two difficulties that prevent photo-rheology from becom-
ing a tool to be used at large scale outside the academic environ-
ment are the complexity of the involved photosensitive
molecules and the relatively slow switching rates [7].

Not long ago, the group of Raghavan experimentally investi-
gated a photo-rheological (PR) fluid mixture of trans-ortho-
methoxycinnamic acid (trans-OMCA) and the cationic surfactant
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) in water, which are all
simple and widely available chemicals [7]. Mixing CTAB and OMCA
in its trans form gives rise to long and tangled micelles. After UV
irradiation, trans-OMCA is photoisomerized to the cis form. The
change in the electronic and molecular structure was observed to
cause a dramatic reduction in the length of the micelles. Whereas
the mixture viscosity was low for the short micelles, it increased
four orders of magnitude for the long rod-like micelles with high
micellar entanglement. Although the authors indicated that the
complete micellar transformation takes about 30 min, visual
changes in the mixture were already observed after seconds. Fol-
lowing this publication, several works were published showing
similar effect in solutions containing CTAB and OMCA [8,13–16].
In order to understand these interesting observations and put the
interpretation on a strong physical-chemical basis, time-
dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) combined with
molecular dynamics (MD) calculations have been undertaken in
the present work to simulate the trans–cis photoisomerization of
the OMCA molecule and the various CTAB aggregation modes in
the absence and presence of the trans/cis-OMCA isomers.

Trans-cis photoisomerization processes involving organic com-
pounds have been studied before [17–29]. The aim of these theoret-
ical works was to clarify the geometric and electronic structures
along the relaxation paths. In particular, among the various deriva-
tives of cinnamates, methyl 4-hydroxycinnamate has been studied
extensively as a model chromophore of photoactive yellow protein
(PYP) [30–32]. With a structure close to that of the OMCAmolecule,
a UV–Vis absorption study of methyl 4-hydroxycinnamate revealed
that the triplet excited state is the lowest excited state in this mole-
cule. The proposed trans–cis isomerization pathway for this mole-
cule was through relaxation via the conical intersection between
the excited state and the ground state [32].

Atomistic simulations have already contributed to the under-
standing of the structural and dynamic properties of rod-like sur-
factant micelles [33–37]. Larson et al. studied the combination of
cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC) and salicylate acid in
aqueous solution [37]. Without salicylate, the CTAC rod-like
micelles break up into several smaller spherical micelles. Upon
addition to the solution, salicylate stabilized the rod-like micelles.
All salicylate anions were found to migrate to the micelle surface at
the timescale of nanoseconds, with their hydrophobic part ori-
ented toward the center of the micelle, and their carboxylate group
interacting with the hydrophilic part of the surfactant. The rod-like
micelles remained stable throughout the simulation time (10 ns).
There are no works yet that have elucidated great differences in
solutions caused by subtle modifications in the molecules involved
in micelle formation.

The aim of the present computational study is two-fold. First,
we wish to understand the photoisomerization process of the
OMCA model molecule. For this purpose, TDDFT calculations
explored the ground and excited states of OMCA in order to prop-
erly describe the relaxation path during photoisomerization. In this
way, also the differences between the OMCA isomers were
explored. A conical intersection region was found to be the decay
channel from the excited to the ground state. Second, we wish to
understand better the experimentally observed macroscopic
changes [7] caused by the trans–cis transformation for OMCA in
aqueous solutions containing CTAB. Molecular Dynamics (MD)
simulations were carried out for infinitely long rod-like CTAB
micelles, with and without OMCA. The effects of bromide and
OMCA anions, in different concentrations, were investigated with
the aim to observe possible transitions between rod-like and
spherical micelles. The complete study of the photorheological
phenomena can help us to understand the mechanism of the
micelles transition, paving the way for large-scale application of
photorheological fluids.
2. Methods

TDDFT calculations. Time-dependent density functional calcu-
lations were performed using the ADF 2014 [38] and Gaussian 09
[39] quantum chemistry packages. Various exchange-correlation
functionals were tested, including pure, hybrid and meta-GGA.
The hybrid GGA family of functionals provided the most consistent
results and, therefore, B3LYP was applied in all TDDFT calculations
reported in this work. The aug-cc-pVDZ basis set was used in the
Gaussian 09 calculations, while for the ADF program the Slater-
Type Orbitals (STOs) were used as the basis functions. A triple-
zeta-valence including polarization functions (TZP) was considered
in this case. In order to investigate the cis–trans isomerization
pathway, we calculated the potential surface for the S0 (singlet)
ground state and the S1 (singlet), S2 (singlet) and T1 (triplet)
excited states. Dihedral torsion scans were carried out at 15
degrees intervals, whilst optimizing the rest of the structure.
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Details about the validation process of the exchange-correlation
functional can be found in the Supporting Information (Table S1.1).

Force-field parameters. Throughout our work, the Gromos45a3
[40] united-atom force field was used in the MD simulations. This
force field was applied in similar studies and the results were found
to be in good agreement with the experimental data [35,37,41]. Ini-
tial force field parameters for trans/cis-OMCA anions (Fig. 1(a)) and
CTA+ (Fig. 1(b)) were generated using the ATB server [42]. Coordi-
nates were obtained from DFT calculations at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ
level of theory, using Gaussian 09. All DFT calculations were carried
out taking into account the water solvent through the Polarizable
Continuum Model (PCM) [43], unless otherwise stated. Aromatic
hydrogens and hydrogens in the double bondwere included explic-
itly. The charge assignment for CTA+ was the same as used in other
works employing the united-atom force field [37,44,45]. Mulliken
charges, obtained from Gaussian DFT calculations, were used for
trans/cis-OMCA. Parameters for the bromide counter-ion [46] were
implemented in the Gromos45a3 force field, while for sodium the
original parameters of this force field were used. Table S1.2 shows
the atomic charges for thesemolecules.More details about the force
field can be found in the corresponding Gromacs files provided in
the Supporting Information.

Dihedral angle parameters. Accurate description for the dihe-
dral angle potentials is crucial in order to reproduce trans/cis
behavior, gauche and others angles [47]. We studied rotational
barriers, in absence of counter-ions, for the cinnamic group C6-
C1-C8-H6, the double bond H6-C8-C9-H5, and the carboxylate group
H5-C9-C10-O2 of OMCA. Bonds related with these rotations are rep-
resented in Fig. 1. Dihedral torsion scans were performed at 15
degrees intervals and full rotational barriers with and without
relaxation were carried out. Single-point barriers were calculated
in both directions, from trans to cis and from cis to trans. The
B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory was used to obtain the rotational
barrier energies. The Fourier function:

Vð/ijklÞ ¼
1
2
½F1ð1þ cosð/ÞÞ þ F2ð1� cosð2/ÞÞ þ F3ð1þ cosð3/ÞÞ

þ F4ð1� cosð4/ÞÞ� ð1Þ

was applied to fit the DFT data and to obtain the parameters F1-4 for
use in MD simulations. This approach of obtaining the MD rota-
tional parameters was tested by comparing the DFT rotational bar-
riers with the barriers obtained from the MD simulations with
Gromos45a3 force field. In all these simulations, gas-phase torsion
angles were considered.

Preparation of the initial configuration. Rod-like micelles
were chosen as initial configuration for the simulations, due to
Fig. 1. Model structure of: (a) trans-ortho-methoxycinnamic acid (OMCA) and (b) cetyltri
OMCA isomer.
the shorter time needed to observe the transition from rod-like
to spherical micelles, compared to the spontaneous micellization.
This procedure has been used in other MD simulations of rod-
like micelles as well [35,37]. Initially, we built a disc containing 9
surfactants aligned along the radial direction and separated by an
angle of 40� using Packmol [48]. Subsequently, a simulation with
four such discs separated at a distance of 0.4 nm along the z direc-
tion was performed for 2 ns in order to create the basis for the rod-
like structure. After this simulation, the average number of surfac-
tants per nanometer was found to be 18, very close to the observed
experimental value for micelles formed by CTAB, 19 [49]. We con-
structed the rod-like micelles used in the simulations by aligning
several such pre-minimized layers along the z direction. The OMCA
molecules were distributed randomly outside the micelle in differ-
ent ratios to CTAB. One simulation was performed with 216 CTAB
and 21594 water molecules in a box of 7.5 � 7.5 � 14 nm. Fourteen
more simulations were performed in boxes of 10 � 10 � 40 nm,
with 648 CTABs, and around 115,000 waters and varying amounts
of OMCA. The number of OMCA molecules differed per simulation
and was either 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 324, 648 cis- or trans-
OMCAs, resulting in OMCA concentrations varying from 0.5 to
3.2 mol L�1. For details, see Table S1.3.

Simulation details. Simulations were carried out using the
GROMACS 4.5.5 package [50]. A constant temperature of 300 K
and constant pressure of 1 bar were maintained by the Berendsen
external bath coupling scheme [51]. Semi-isotropic pressure cou-
pling was applied, where the simulation box was scaled isotropi-
cally in x and y directions but independently in z direction, i.e.
along the axis of the micelles. To consider an effectively infinite
segment for the rod-like micelle, periodic boundary conditions
were applied in all three dimensions. The SPC water model was
used in all simulations [52]. Interactions were subject to a cutoff
distance of 1 nm, and the long-range electrostatic interactions
were taken into account using the Particle Mesh Ewald technique
with a grid size of 0.12 nm [53]. Bonds containing hydrogen atoms
were constrained using the Linear Constraint Solver (LINCS) [54]. A
time step of 2 fs was employed for all simulations. More details
about the simulations can be found in the corresponding Gromacs
file (Section 2.2 in the Supporting Information).
3. Results and discussion

3.1. OMCA isomers

Ground-state OMCA structures. Experimentally [7], it has been
observed that, due to the large rheological variation caused by
methylammonium bromide (CTAB). The same numbering order was used for the cis-



Fig. 3. Rotational barriers obtained from TDDFT calculations. Rotations with
relaxation for: Ground State (GS), 1st Triplet Excited State (T1), 1st Singlet Excited
State (S1) and 2nd Singlet Excited State (S2).
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OMCA isomerization, subtle modifications in OMCA isomers struc-
ture affect the interaction between surfactants and aromatic
anions. These effects can change the way the molecules pack
and, as a result, the shape of the resulting micelles can be modified.
This causes the different rheological behaviors. Thus, at first, possi-
ble structural differences between isolated trans/cis-OMCA were
investigated at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level. Fig. 2 shows side and
top views for the OMCA isomers optimized structures.

The optimized structures show a clear difference in planarity
between the isomers. The molecular volume obtained for trans-
OMCA (0.21 nm3 molecule�1), from the DFT calculations, is around
13% lower than that for the cis-OMCA (0.24 nm3 molecule�1). The
higher value for cis-OMCA is a consequence of the carboxylate
group configuration that, due to steric interactions and contrary
to trans-OMCA, is not coplanar with the aromatic ring. Rakitin
and Pack [55] suggested that aromatic carboxylates with the
COO- groups in the same plane as the aromatic ring induce growth
of cationic micelles. As will be shown later, such differences in our
compounds dramatically modify the packing between CTAB and
OMCA.

OMCA photoisomerization. The irradiation of the trans deriva-
tive with UV light causes the molecule to absorb light, and this, in
turn, can trigger photoisomerization to its cis state. Raghavan et al.
[7] reported that the OMCA isomerization, following the changes in
UV spectra, occurred after 1 min of irradiation. The irradiated sam-
ple thus corresponded to a photostationary equilibrium of mostly
cis molecules, about 83%. In order to investigate this observation,
we calculated the rotational barriers in the ground state and in
three excited states, T1, S1 and S2 using TDDFT. The results are
shown in Fig. 3.

From Fig. 3, we notice that the energy barrier for the trans–cis
isomerization process is large in the ground state. Light excitation
can lead, however, to population of excited states with smaller
energy barriers. The first stage in photoisomerization is the absorp-
tion of light and the consequent excitation to a state of the same
multiplicity, i.e. a singlet state. The computed wavelength corre-
sponding to this transition (352 nm) is in agreement with the
experimental data [7]. After excitation to this S1 state, an intersys-
tem crossing may occur to the lower energy state T1. The isomer-
Fig. 2. OMCA isomers optimized at B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory. (a, b) trans-
OMCA side and top view, respectively; (c, d) cis-OMCA side and top view,
respectively.
ization process can occur in this state. As the minimum of the T1
state (at 285 degrees) is situated in the cis-region and no energy
barrier is present, the relaxation to the cis-configuration can follow
naturally. The T1 state minimum has a conical intersection with
the ground state, responsible for the relaxation to the ground state.
This mechanism is similar to the one proposed for the methyl 4-
hydroxycinnamate molecule [56].

OMCA ground state rotational barriers parameters. Experi-
mental and theoretical studies of rotational barriers are extremely
important and can help to understand the structural and dynamic
properties of the molecules [57–60]. Thus, to simulate correctly the
behavior of molecules in solution, an adequate representation for
dihedral angle potentials is essential. In our case, especially rota-
tions related with trans–cis isomerization, as well as rotations of
cinnamic and carboxylate groups must be accurately described,
since these dihedral angles constitute one of the few notable differ-
ences between OMCA isomers. Fig. 4 shows rotational barriers and
their fitted Fourier functions for torsions related with trans–cis iso-
merization. The complete data including rotational barriers for
other dihedrals can be found in the Supporting Material.

Fig. 4 shows that the Fourier function fitted to the DFT data ade-
quately describes the rotations involved in trans–cis isomerization
in both directions. The average values for the dihedrals during sim-
ulations were 180.0 and 1.5 degrees for trans and cis, respectively.
These values agree well with those obtained in the optimization of
OMCA molecules at B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level, namely 179.7 and 2.8
degrees, respectively. When comparing rotational barriers per-
formed with B3LYP exchange-correlation functional and Gro-
mos45a3 force field, good agreement in the regions of interest is
noted. The regions of interest refer to the minimum energy areas,
highlighted in Fig. 4. The average absolute deviation obtained in
the lowest energy regions was 3.1 kJ mol�1. However, for other
areas the values obtained in simulations overestimate the DFT
data. Since the distributions obtained for these dihedral angles
(Fig. S1.2) fall only in minimum regions where there is a good
agreement, these discrepancies do not influence the simulations.
3.2. Micelles

CTAB micelles. As known from experiment [49,61–63], solu-
tions containing only surfactant CTAB or CTAB-NaBr form spherical
micelles at room temperature within certain concentration ranges.



Fig. 4. Rotational barriers obtained from DFT and MD simulations and fitted Fourier function. Rotations without relaxation, (a) trans to cis and (b) cis to trans. Greyed areas
correspond to the minimum energy regions.
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When the surfactant or counter-ion concentration increases, larger
aggregation numbers are usually observed. Fig. 5(a) shows snap-
shots of the MD simulation of an initially rod-like pure CTAB
micelle at the beginning as well as at the end of a 10 ns simulation.
At the beginning of the MD simulation, we observed strong fluctu-
ations in all directions. After about 4 ns the rod-like CTAB micelle
splits into 3 spherical micelles, which subsequently remained
stable until the end of the simulation. The aggregation number,
about 70 CTAB molecules per micelle, and geometric properties
of these resulting CTAB spherical micelles are in good agreement
with experimental data of 60 to 80 CTAB molecules per micelle
[55]. Several studies have connected the rod-like micelle dissocia-
tion to the simulation box size, and the rod-like to spherical
micelle transition proves that the dimensions of the box are large
enough for the simulations [34,35,37].

Fig. 5(b) and (c) shows snapshots of two MD simulations with
CTAB micelles in the presence of an equimolar concentration of
trans and cis-OMCA, respectively. As can be observed, for both iso-
mers the micelles remained rod-like until the end of the 80 ns sim-
ulations, although the micelles are no longer infinitely long. The
drive force of rod-like micelles stabilization, as reported by Sam-
malkorpi et al. [64], is connected to a larger localized (counter)
ion density, herein provided by OMCA.

Packing of CTAB and OMCA. The presence of counter-ions on
the surface of the CTAB spherical micelles contributes to their sta-
bilization [49]. When other molecules, e.g. organic salts, are added
to the aqueous CTAB solution, it is possible to change the packing
of the surfactants, depending on the interaction with the organic
salts. Such effects can be analyzed from the arrangement of the
surfactants in the micelle [35–37]. To investigate this packing,
Fig. 6(a) presents radial distribution functions between the quater-
nary ammonium N atoms in the CTAB, gN-N(r), for micelles formed
by CTAB with and without OMCA isomers in our simulations.

For micelles formed only by CTAB, we observe a single clear
peak in the radial distribution function between nitrogen atoms,
which indicates a homogeneous distribution in spherical micelles.
The distance between nitrogen atoms in simulations obtained from
the radial distribution function, 0.84 nm, agrees well with experi-
ments, where typically a distance of 0.80 nm is reported [49].

When the OMCA isomers are inserted into the simulations,
three prominent peaks appear in the radial distribution function.
While in the OMCA-free-system the peak is at 0.84 nm, with
equimolar OMCA a first peak appears at a shorter distance, i.e.
0.63 nm. This indicates a rearrangement of the surfactant head
groups induced by the insertion of the isomers. The shorter dis-
tance between the nitrogen atoms is due to a decreased effect of
repulsion, caused by the presence of anionic groups. The other
two peaks at 0.80 nm and 1.41 nm are indicative for the formation
of a hexagonal crystalline-like structure [37].

Rod-like micelles are stabilized through the migration of OMCA
isomers inside the CTAB micelles. This can be observed in Fig. 5.
The hydrophobicity due to the aromatic ring of the OMCA structure
is responsible for this insertion into the micelles. In Fig. 6(b) we
present the radial distribution function between specific carbon
atoms from OMCA and the nitrogen atom from CTAB. While for
the carbons 7 and 10 we observe similar distributions when com-
paring rod-like micelles formed from trans and cis-OMCA, for car-
bon 3 a very significant difference is observed. This means that,
even though in the time scale of our simulations the overall micelle
shape remained the same, i.e. rod-like, the two isomers pack in
very distinct configurations. For the cis isomer the N-C3 peak can
be observed at approximately 0.47 nm, while for the trans isomer
it is at 0.77 nm. The proximity of the C3 carbon to nitrogen for
the cis conformer indicates its presence on the micelle surface,
while for the trans conformer the aromatic ring is oriented inside
of the micelle. Carbon 7 is embedded into the micelle, while carbon
10 is on the surface for both isomers. Representative examples for
these structures obtained in the simulations are shown in the
insets in Fig. 6(c), while Fig. S1.4 provides cross-sections of the
micelles that corroborate the difference in how the two OMCA iso-
mers pack with CTAB.

The presence of hydrophobic groups on the surface of micelles
formed from CTAB and cis-OMCA can also be derived from the
analysis of the MSMS (Molecular Surface Model Attributes) maps,
carried out using the GROMACS package [50], shown in Fig. 6(c).
Clearly noticeable is the presence of hydrophobic areas, repre-
sented by white color, on the surface of micelles formed by the
cis isomer. For micelles formed by trans-OMCA, we hardly observe
hydrophobic regions on the surface, which indicates that the aro-
matic ring is oriented into the micelle. Differences on the micelle
surfaces can also be demonstrated by calculations of the superficial
areas. Some geometrical properties for the micelles in the simula-



Fig. 5. Snapshots for CTAB micelles at the beginning and end of the simulations. (a) CTAB; (b) CTAB + trans-OMCA ([OMCA] = 3.2 mol L�1); (c) CTAB + cis-OMCA ([OMCA]
= 3.2 mol L�1); (d) CTAB + trans-OMCA ([OMCA] = 0.6 mol L�1); (e) CTAB + cis-OMCA ([OMCA] = 0.6 mol L�1). First image-column is a side view at t = 0 ns; second image-
column is side view at the end of the simulations. All snapshots are at the same scale. Carbon atoms are shown in dark gray for the CTAB molecules and green in the OMCA
isomers. Furthermore, all oxygen atoms are colored in red and all nitrogen atoms in blue. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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tions with CTAB and either OMCA isomer at equimolar concentra-
tion are presented in Table 1.

Dimensions and volumes obtained for the micelles are similar
when comparing micelles formed by trans and cis isomers. Analyz-
ing hydrophobic parts on each surface, there is an increase of about
350% for the micelle formed by the cis isomer compared to the
trans isomer. This fact confirms, once again, differences in the
packing of the isomers inside the micelles.

At first sight, it seems surprising that OMCA isomers interact
with surfactants in such a way that the hydrophobic parts are
exposed at the surface of the micelle. This fact, observed for the
cis isomer, leads to the assumption that the way in which cis-
OMCA interacts with CTAB must lead to electrostatic attractions
and p-cation interaction that offset the hydrophobic effect. To
prove this, calculations of the interaction energy for different con-
figurations of the cis isomer with surfactant molecules were per-
formed. The exchange-correlation functional B3LYP with cc-pVDZ
basis set was applied. For all calculations, the empirical dispersion
correction GD3 [65] and water solvent effects were used by COSMO
implicit model. As a first observation, we note that the results for
the interaction between alkyltrimethylammonium -with a variable
number of carbons in the hydrophobic chain - and the OMCA iso-
mers shows no dependence on the hydrophobic chain length. Con-
sequently, in order to limit the computational cost, for the
interaction energy calculations of different packingmodels we have
used a hydrophobic tail with 8 carbons. The considered start config-
urations for optimization calculations as well as the proportion of
CTAB in relation to cis-OMCA 3:1 were based on radial distribution
functions data presented in Fig. 6(b). Fig. 7 shows different models
for interactions between CTAB and cis-OMCA.

The relative interaction energies obtained were 0.0, 25.9 and
17.5 kJ mol�1 for models (a), (b) and (c), respectively. These values
confirm that the predominant packing observed in the MD simula-
tions for cis-OMCA and CTAB is the most favorable.

3.3. CTAB + cis-OMCA micelles: rod-like to spherical transition

The difference in packing between cis and trans isomers as
observed in the simulations with 1:1 CTAB:OMCA ratio can explain
the trend of spherical or rod-like micelles formation. The Israelach-
vili packing parameter [66], also known as Critical Packing Param-
eter (CPP), determines the minimum or ‘‘critical” radius of
curvature that the molecules will pack into within the aggregate,
and thus the preferred shape of the structure formed. Using Eq.
S1, one obtains that the CPP values for the micelles formed from
CTAB + cis-OMCA and CTAB + trans-OMCA are 0.34 and 0.48,
respectively (Table S1.4). These values indicate that spherical and
rod-like are the most stable micelle shapes for cis- and trans-



Fig. 6. Radial distribution functions (a) between the nitrogen atoms from different CTA+, gN-N(r) and (b) between nitrogen atoms from CTA+ and specific carbon atoms from
trans/cis-OMCA, gN-C(r). (c) Molecular Surface Model Attributes maps for the micelle surfaces with representations of CTAB + OMCA isomers packing captured at the end of the
MD simulations. In parts (b) and (c) 1:1 ratio CTAB:OMCA is considered.

Table 1
Geometric properties for rod-like micelles at the end of the MD simulations: final x, y and z lengths (Lx,y,z); volume (V); hydrophobic (apho), hydrophilic (aphi) and total (atot)
surface areas.

System Lx,y (nm)a Lz (nm)a V (nm3) apho (nm2) aphi (nm2) atot (nm2)

CTAB trans-OMCA 1:1 4.24 20.34 623.88 35.25 610.45 645.70
CTAB cis-OMCA 1:1 4.97 19.82 600.45 122.69 535.18 657.87

a The lengths were measured along the principle axes.
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OMCA, respectively. Interestingly, as both the trans-OMCA and the
cis-OMCA micelles remained rod-like, this difference in packing
parameter is thus not an effect of the OMCA and CTAB molecules
adapting to differences in the curvature of spherical micelles ver-
sus rod-like micelles. Instead, it shows that even though the
micelle remains rod-like, the cis-OMCA molecules tend to pack
completely differently and in a way that much better fits the cur-
vature in a spherical micelle.
Spherical and ellipsoidal shapes are also expected for micelles
formed from CTAB and cis-OMCA according to experimental data,
but thus not reached within our simulations at a 1:1 CTAB:OMCA
ratio. Raghavan et al. [7] observed that the complete rod-like to
spherical micelles transition, after the trans–cis isomerization, took
about 30 min while initial changes were noted after a number of
seconds. Other literature on this topic describing similar com-
pounds as in our study and standard conditions confirms that the



Fig. 8. The aspect ratio of the micelles, i.e. the approximated ratio between the long
and short axes (Rmax/Rmin) after 100 ns of simulation, as a function of the OMCA
concentration. In all simulations the CTAB concentration is equal to 3.2 mol L�1.

Fig. 7. CTAB + cis-OMCA model packings, top and side views: (a) aromatic ring at the surface in the same way as observed in the MD simulations; (b) ring with the AOCH3

group at the surface; (c) ring inside the micelle. Relative interaction energies (kJ mol�1), as obtained from the DFT calculations, are indicate.
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scission/fusion processes take place at the millisecond to second
timescale [67–70]. Atomistic MD simulations are limited to much
shorter time scales and cannot simulate phenomena beyond the
microsecond time scale. Only few literature reports concern MD
for micelles transitions, or for differences in self-assembly, proving
that is not easy to emulate these process [45,64,71–74]. In order to
simulate the rod-like to spherical micelle transition in simulations
with equimolar concentrations of CTAB and cis-OMCA, the time-
scale of the simulations should be extended. This will require sim-
ulations at the Coarse-Grained (CG) level, as was previously
performed for fatty acid micelles and vesicles [75]. However, as
the subtlety of the trans–cis isomerization will probably be difficult
to capture in a CG model, as an alternative we will here look at the
effect of lower OMCA concentrations.

MD simulations were performed with 2–6.48 times reduced
OMCA concentrations. The initial and final configurations of the
simulations with 0.6 mol L�1 trans-OMCA and cis-OMCA are shown
in Fig. 5(d) and (e), respectively. This clearly illustrates that at this
approximately 4 times lower OMCA concentration the rod-like
micelles are still stable in the presence of trans-OMCA, while these
rod-like micelles split into spherical micelles in presence of cis-
OMCA. The final conformations of these simulations aswell as those
of the simulations at the other concentrations are further character-
ized in Fig. 8 based on their aspect ratio RL, i.e., a quantitativeway to
characterize the micelle shape which is defined as the ratio
between the lengths of the long (Rmax) and the short (Rmin) axis.

As can be seen in Fig. 8, when the cis/trans-OMCA concentration
is 0.5 mol L�1 the aspect ratio was around 1, corresponding to
spherical micelles. Increasing the concentration of trans-OMCA, it
can be observed that the rod-like micelles were stable for all the
simulation time. In contrast, increasing the concentration of cis-
OMCA, the rod-like micelles still split in spherical and ellipsoid
ones, before reaching a concentration where the transition is not
observed. These data allow us to form a sequence of events that
occur in the micelles solution:

(1) Formation of the rod-like micelles composed by the trans-
OMCA isomer + CTAB;

(2) Trans to cis isomerization of OMCA by the first triplet excited
state;

(3) Reorganization of the cis-OMCA isomers in the micelles;
(4) Transition of rod-like micelles to spherical/ellipsoid micelles
and consequent decreasing in the viscosity of solution.

In order to simulate this full sequence of events, we carried out
a simulation with trans-OMCA + CTAB ([OMCA] = 0.6 mol L�1) for
100 ns. Subsequently, the trans-OMCA parameters were replaced
by those for cis-OMCA to isomerize the trans-OMCA. The simula-
tion was then continued with these cis-OMCA parameters for
another 100 ns. Fig. 9 presents the results of this sequence of
events, showing that it is possible to simulate the experiment
and observe the rod-like to spherical micelles transition upon the
trans to cis isomerization.
4. Conclusions

In the search for fluids with light-tunable rheological properties
by several laboratories [3–10], aqueous solutions of cetyltrimethy-



Fig. 9. Rod-like to spherical micelle transition at [OMCA] = 0.6 mol L�1. The rod-like micelle formed by trans-OMCA remains stable during the 100 ns simulation, while after
the trans–cis isomerization the rod-like micelle splits into several spherical/ellipsoidal ones.
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lammoniumbromide (CTAB) and OMCA [7] emerged as a simple
inexpensive chemicals based system capable of changing its vis-
cosity by orders of magnitude upon UV irradiation. Through the
use of TDDFT, atomistic molecular dynamics simulations and DFT
calculations, this work provided for the first time a thorough
physicochemical basis for this strong photorheological behavior
that was attributed to a rod-like to spherical micelle transition.
First, we analyzed the photoisomerization process at the TDDFT
level. This showed that the isomerization occurs in the first triplet
excited state and that the minimum energy conformation in this
first triplet excited state is closest to the after photoisomerization
experimentally observed dominant cis configuration [7]. Secondly,
we studied CTAB micelle morphologies in the absence and pres-
ence of the OMCA anions using MD simulations. Though MD sim-
ulations of micelles self-assembly are numerous [33–37,45,71–73],
simulations of morphological transformations caused by subtle
modifications are scarce. In our simulations without OMCA, rod-
like micelles were found to split into several spherical micelles
with aggregation number and geometric properties of these CTAB
spherical micelles in good agreement with experimental data
[49,61–63]. The presence of equimolar amounts of OMCA was
found to stabilize the long rod-like micelles during the entire sim-
ulation, by the migration of OMCA into the micelle core. While
their hydrophilic parts stay in the surfactant head group region,
packing of the hydrophobic groups differs between trans and cis-
OMCA. For trans-OMCA the hydrophobic group penetrates inside
the micelle. For cis-OMCA it is noted that part of this group is
exposed at the surface of the micelle. DFT calculations support this
at first sight surprising observation. The large timescale for the
micelle morphology transition in the experiments (minutes)
[7,8,13–16], as compared to that reachable in our simulations
(sub microseconds), impeded the observation of the transition
from rod-like to spherical micelles formed by the cis isomer in
the atomistic MD simulations at the 1:1 ratio. However, simula-
tions considering lower OMCA concentrations showed the trend
of preferred packing in spherical micelles for CTAB + cis-OMCA
and rod-like micelles for CTAB + trans-OMCA, in good agreement
with the experimental evidences [7,8,13–16]. This allowed us to
fully simulate for the first time the isomerization induced breakup
process of otherwise stable rod-like micelles.

To the best of our knowledge, this article is the first to report a
multiscale study on these photorheological fluids. The provided
molecular-level understanding of the cis–trans isomerization and
the molecular repacking based mechanism of the resulting
rod-like to spherical micelle transition will be used to design
new photorheological systems based on simple molecules with
faster response times. Such inexpensive and fast switching pho-
torheological systems, in combination with the ease and high pre-
cision with which light can be directed, will allow for the large
scale application of photorheological fluids in microscale engineer-
ing, outside the academic environment.
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